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MULTIPLICITY ESTIMATES AND THE
PRODUCT THEOREM
PAR

MICHAEL NAKAMAYE (*)

RESUME. — Nous etablissons un lemme de zeros pour certaines varietes munies
d'une action de groupe. Ceci generalise des resultats de D.W. Masser, G. Wiistholz
et P. Phillipon. La demonstration utilise de maniere systematique la theorie de
Pintersection suivant en cela une suggestion de D. Bertrand.
ABSTRACT. — We prove a zero estimate for certain varieties endowed with a group
action. The result generalizes theorems of D.W. Masser, G. Wiistholz and P. Phillipon.
It makes systematic use of intersection theory as suggested by D. Bertrand.

0. Introduction
Since NESTERENKO'S work in the 70's [N], zero estimates have been of
central importance in transcendence theory. For an overview of some of the
main results, see BERTRAND'S Bourbaki Seminar [B] and its bibliography.
More recently, similar methods were employed by FALTINGS [F] in his
paper on rational points of subvarieties of abelian varieties. It is the
purpose of this note to give a unified treatment of these results from
the algebraic geometric point of view.
We will derive a slight generalization of the zero estimates of [PI]
and [Wl], [W2], extending these results from commutative algebraic
groups to certain projective varieties endowed with a group action. We
will also show how these methods naturally yield a more general version
of Fallings' product theorem (see [F, thm 3.1]). This is not surprising since
FALTINGS himself remarks that, «The proof [of the product theorem] uses
(*) Texte recu Ie 3 mai 1993, revise Ie 22 fevrier 1994.
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methods similar to the zero estimates (NESTERENKO, MASSER-WUSTHOLZ)
of transcendental number theory [F, p. 549]. »
Our proof of the zero estimates differs from those of PHILIPPON,
MASSER-WUSTHOLZ, and WUSTHOLZ in that it makes systematic use of
intersection theory. In particular the main tool is a refined version of
Bezout's theorem due to FULTON and LAZARSFELD. Note that this was
already suggested by BERTRAND ([B, p. 26 and p. 29]), though it was from
S. LANG that the author received the idea of replacing Proposition 3.3
of [PI] with an intersection theoretic result. Other than this, we freely
borrow from both [PI] and [W2] and, wherever possible, try to point out
the interconnections between them.
To state the main result, we need to fix some notation. For 1 < z ^ m,
let Xi C P^ be a projectively normal variety defined over C. Let
p = p^i x • • • x P77'771 with projective coordinate ring R and let
771

x=\[x^—P.
1=1

Let OxiW be the pull-back to Xi of the invertible sheaf Opr^(l). Let
TTi : X —> Xi denote the projection to the 1th factor and for positive
integers d\,..., dm write
m

Ox(d^ ... ,cU = (S^^OxM)'
i=l

We will abbreviate d = ( d i , . . . , dm)' For V C P let deg^ V be the degree
of V computed with respect to Ox{d^,..., dm)' Suppose that each Xi is
furnished with a group action ^ : Gi x Xi —^ Xi and let
(f): G x X —>X

be the product group action. For g G G and x e X we will usually
write g{x) = (j){g, x). The group law on G will be written multiplicatively.
Denote by ^ '• G x X —^ X the projection to the second factor and let e
be the identity element of G.
DEFINITION 0.1. — Let c = ( c i , . . . , C y n ) be an m-tuple of positive
integers (depending only on the embedding X <-^ P) such that
^*0x(ci,... ,c^) ^*0x(-l,...,-1)
is generated by global sections on U x X for some open affine subset
U C G containing the identity. If d = ( d i , - - , ^ ) is another m-tuple
then let cd = ( c i d i , . . . , Cmdm)'
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Let '0 : Cd —> G denote an analytic group homomorphism with
A = ^(C^). For g G G and x G X define the analytic map
^ : C^ —— X

by

z ^ [^(z) • g] (x).

The order of a multihomogeneous polynomial P along A at g(x) can
be defined as in PHILIPPON [PI, p. 357] and MASSER-WUSTHOLZ [MW2,
p. 234] :
DEFINITION 0.2. — Given a multihomogeneous P 6 R, let the order
of P along A at g(x) be the order of the analytic function P[^g^{z)}
at z = 0.
Let S C G be a finite subset with e G S. As in [PI] write
n —
yl ; yl
Sn=
-{
t^
7 ^z
' ^^}.
1=1

Also let &r = {g{x) ', g e G} and
deg^Ga;) = deg^Gx)
where Gx is the Zariski closure of Gx.
The following is a slight generalization of [PI, Thm 2.1] :
THEOREM 0.3. — Let x e X, T e N and let P G R be a multihomogeneous polynomial of multidegree d. Assume that G is connected and
commutative and that Gx is protectively normal of dimension n. Suppose
P vanishes to order > nT+1 along A at Sn(x). Then either P vanishes on
all of Gx or there exists a proper connected algebraic subgroup H C G and
an element g € G such that P vanishes along (g'' g)Hx for all g' C S and

(0.3.1)

^T + codim(Aa; H Hx, Ax)\
i codim(Arc D Hx^ Ax) )
x card ((5' + H x ) / H x ) deg^ Hx < deg^ Gx.

Under certain further hypotheses, THEOREM 0.3 can be extended to the
case when G is non-commutative. No effort has been made to estimate
the constants Cz appearing in THEOREM 0.3. We do, however, address
the problem of obtaining a projectively normal embedding of X. Using
techniques of BERTRAM, EIN, and LAZARSFELD (see [BEL], [EL]), we give
a quick effective construction of projectively normal embeddings of certain
commutative group compactifications, obtaining results similar to those
of KNOP and LANGE [KL1].
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The outline of the paper is as follows.
In § 1 we recall the prerequisites from intersection theory. The results
presented here have been well known to intersection theorists for some ten
years, but there seems to be no universally accepted method or reference
so we have tried to give a unified account. We also prove a transversality
result needed in the proof of the zero estimates. The end of this section is
devoted to some remarks on commutative group compactifications.
In § 2 we show how to estimate lengths of primary ideals in terms of
certain differential operators. This idea is originally due to WUSTHOLZ
(cf. [W2, Lemma 3]). The main theorems of the first two sections, THEOREMS 1.1 and 2.9, imply the product theorem (THEOREM 5.2) and, except
for some technical lemmas proved in § 3, THEOREM 0.3 as well.
In § 3 we make some technical remarks about differential operators and
fill in a small gap in PROPOSITION 1 of [W2].
Finally, in § 4 and § 5 we prove THEOREM 0.3 and the product theorem;
the proofs follow PHILIPPON [PI] and FALTINGS [F] respectively and
contain no new ideas.
1. Intersection Theory
The main tool used in the product theorem and zero estimates is
a refined Bezout theorem. Before presenting this, we need to fix some
notation. As in the introduction, let

and let R be the corresponding projective coordinate ring :
R = k pG.,(h • • • ? ^l,ni 5 • • • ? ^m,0? • • • i X.m,nm\ •

We will assume that k is of characteristic zero. If I C R is a multihomogeneous ideal, then denote by V(I) the subscheme of P determined by I . Given a subscheme X C P and an irreducible component V
of X, let £vW denote the length of Ov,x' Note that if X = V{I)
then iy{X) = £{OV,P/I)' All intersections will be in the scheme theoretic sense (cf. [Fu, App. B 2.3]). If / : X —^ Y is a morphism of schemes
let f(X) C Y denote the scheme theoretic image (cf. [H, p. 93, 3.11 (d)]).
If Y is a scheme, denote by [Y] the associated cycle (cf. [Fu, section 1.5]).
Both PHILIPPON [PI, Prop. 3.3] and FALTINGS [F, Prop. 2.3] consider
the problem of controlling the degree of the zero scheme of an arbitrarily large number of multihomogenous polynomials. For a treatment of
this type of problem from the intersection theoretic viewpoint, one can
TOME 123 — 1995 — N° 2
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refer to [Fu], [F-L] or [P-V], [S-V], [V]. The relationship between the approaches of FULTON-LAZARSFELD and VOGEL et al. is made explicit in
[G, especially 3.6-3.10]. For an older treatment of the multihomogeneous
Bezout theorem, one can refer to [Wa]. We have the following general
result :
THEOREM 1.1. — Let
homogeneous forms of
multihomogeneous ideal
subscheme of P and let
Then

(1.1.1)

^

S C H°(0(d^,..., dm)) be a collection of multimultidegree d and let J = {S) C R be the
generated by S. Let X be a pure dimensional
Yj be the irreducible components of X D V(J).

iy, (X n V(J)) . deg^ V, < deg^ X,

OYJ,X CM

where the sum is over those Yj such that Oy^x is Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. — First, following FALTINGS [F, Prop. 2.3], let
t = max{codim(y^,X)}
and choose Qi^^.Qt ^ J of multidegree d so that each Yj is an
irreducible component of Y ( 0 i , . . . , Qt) H X ; this can be done by taking1
generic linear combinations of generators for J . Let I = (Qi; • • • 5 Qt)'
Since I C J it follows that

(1.1.2)

^y, (x n Y(J)) < ^y, {x n v{i))

We want to apply [Fu, Example 12.3.7] (obtained also by PATIL and
VOGEL [P-V]; see [V, Cor. 2.28]), but there is a minor complication
caused by the fact that the intersection takes place in a multiprojective
space.2 So let P —l—> P-^ be the Segre embedding determined by a basis for
H°(0(d^.... dm))' Let X' = i(X) and similarly let Yj = i(Yj). Choose
L^ € H° {OpN (1))

such that

z*L^ = Qa

1
The technique of taking general members of a linear system in order to obtain Bezout
type results dates back to van der WAERDEN (cf. [Wa, especially p. 769]) A similar
method is used in [Br] and plays a particularly central role in Vogel's approach to
Bezout's theorem (cf. [G, pp. 199-201] and [S-V]).
2
The refined Bezout's theorem remains true in this more general setting but does not
give the desired inequality for degrees with respect to 0 ( r f i , . . . , dm) unless all dz = 1.
In particular, if Tp denotes the tangent bundle of P, one needs Tp (g) 0 ( — d i , . . . , —dm)
to be generated by global sections (cf. [Fu, Cor. 12.2]); alternatively, one can use
[Fu, Example 12.3.3] together with Example 12.3.7.
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and set I ' = ( Z / i , . . . , I/^). For a subscheme W C P^ we denote by deg W
the degree computed with respect to Op^v(l). Since the hypersurfaces
V(La) are all Cohen-Macaulay, an application of [Fu, Example 12.3.7] to
the schemes X, V(Li), V{L^\.... V(Lf) yields

(1.1.3)

^ ^(^ny^.degy;
Oyf ^ / CM

t

C ' -JJ
lJd
egy^^d
gX'.
^ degX'.
degV(L,)
=edegX'.
Q=l

Note that ^(X^nV^r)) = iy^X H V{I)) which is clear since z*J' = J.
But degz(V) = deg^y for any V C P and so (I.I.I) follows immediately
from (1.1.2) and (1.1.3).
REMARK 1.2. — Using [Fu, Example 12.3.1] (cf. also [La2, Chap. 3,
Lemma 3.5]) one can avoid taking generic linear combinations of generators for the ideal J in the proof of THEOREM 1.1. The problem here is that
if P i , . . . , Pr are an arbitrary set of generators for J then the intersection
class V{P\) • • • V(Pr)-X (always defined as in [Fu] section 8.1) would be 0
if r > dimX. In order to remedy this situation, one reduces by a Segre
embedding to an intersection of hyperplanes H ^ , . . . Hr with a projective
variety X C P71. Next choose (cf. [Fu, Example 12.3.1]) a suitably large
positive integer N and a linear projection TT : P^L —^ P71. Then consider
the cones Tr""1^) and Tr"^^) and their closures X and Hi in P^. Since
d i m X n ^ i n " - r \ H r > dimX+ (N -n-r),
when N >_ n + r — dimX one can apply [Fu, Example 12.3.7], giving
(1.2.1)

^ ^.(Xny(J)) .degF^degX,
o- - C M

where J = TT*J and Yj are the irreducible components of V { J ) D X. But
if {Zi} are the irreducible components of V(J)r[X then {Zi} C {Yj}. Note
that 0^ ^ is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if Oz^x is Cohen-Macaulay
and that
(1.2.2)

^ {X n V(J)) = £z, (X n V(J))

for all i.

Finally degZi = degZi and (I.I.I) follows3 directly from (1.2.1)
and (1.2.2).
3
I would like to thank D. BERTRAND for suggesting this alternative method of proof
for THEOREM 1.1.
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REMARK 1.3. — We show here briefly how THEOREM 1.1 implies
PROPOSITION 3.3 of [PI]. PHILIPPON states his results in terms of primary ideals and Hilbert polynomials. Using [Fu, Example 2.5.2], this can
be translated into the language of degrees of schemes. We will abuse notation slightly, however, because Philippon considers non-equidimensional
schemes X C P and the degree deg^ X only counts those components of
maximal dimension. So if
dimX

x= |j x,
i=0

where Xi is the union of irreducible components of X of dimension %,
then let
dimX

deg^X = ^ deg^Xi.
i==0

Let X C P be a subscheme and let U C X be a Zariski open subset
which is Cohen-Macaulay (with the induced scheme structure from X).
Let J = (Pi,..., Pr) be an ideal generated by multihomogeneous forms
Pi of multidegree < d. Let Yj be the irreducible components of X H V(J).
Then the two parts of Proposition 3.3 in [PI] can be expressed as follows :
(1.3.1)

^deg^<degAd,
3

(1.3.2)

^ ^. {X n V(J)) • deg^ V, < deg^ X.
Yjnu^(f>

In (1.3.1), Xred denotes the reduced scheme corresponding to X. The only
new ingredients in this proposition are that X is no longer assumed to be
pure dimensional and that the multihomogeneous forms are only assumed
to be of multidegree < d and not necessarily = d. One quickly reduces,
however, to the case where all Pi have multidegree d by multiplying Pi by
a set of forms of multidegree (d — degPJ which generate a projectively
irrelevant ideal. We first show how to derive (1.3.1) from THEOREM 1.1.
Note that a slightly stronger version of inequality (I.I.I) actually holds.
In particular, using the trivial lower bound (ey^. (V(J) n X)) > 1 for the
Samuel intersection multiplicity (cf. [Fu, Example 4.3.4] as well as [Fu,
Example 12.2.9] for this particular application) the proof of THEOREM 1.1
shows that
(1.3.3)

^ deg, Y, + ^ ^. (X n V(J)) • deg, Y, ^ deg, X.
°Yj,x not CM

OY ,x CM
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Decompose Xred = Uil^ ^i m^0 P111'6 dimensional components. Then
(1.3.1) follows by applying (1.3.3) to Xi and summing over 0 < i < dimX.
Next we derive (1.3.2) from THEOREM 1.1. If X is pure dimensional
then (1.3.2) is an immediate consequence of (I.I.I). In the general case,
simply note that if Xred = [3d^ox Xi as before, then all points of Xi D Xj
for i ^ j are not Cohen-Macaulay. But then THEOREM 1.1 applies to Xi
(with some scheme structure restricting to the induced scheme structure
on U H Xi) for each 0 < i < dimX. Since each Yj in the sum of (1.3.2) is
contained in a unique Xi, (1.3.2) follows by summing these inequalities.
Note that THEOREM 1.1 is slightly stronger than PROPOSITION 3.3 of
Philippon since it gives some minimal information on those components Yj
where Oy^x is not Cohen-Macaulay. BROWNAWELL [Br] gave a simplified
proof of Philippon's result (1.3.2) several years ago using only the classical
version of Bezout's theorem, while A. HIRSCHOWITZ did the same for
(1.3.1) (see [B, Prop. 3]). One can also find (1.3.1) in [Fu, Example 8.4.5]
and [V, Cor. 2.26]. Finally, both (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) are proven in [G,
Example 1.7] using ideas of BROWNAWELL, FULTON, and VOGEL.
Proposition 2.3 of [F] is closely related both to THEOREM 1.1 and to
the corresponding result of Philippon. We state it here for convenience of
the reader.
COROLLARY 1.4. (FALTINGS). — Lei J be as in Theorem 1.1 and
let Zj be the irreducible components of V(J) of codimension i in P. Let
Ci = TT^O(I) where TT^ : P —> P721 is the projection to the 1th factor. For
any m-tuple e = (ei,..., Cm) with ^ ei = t, let Ve denote a generic cycle
representing ci^i)61 D ... D ci^y^)617". Then
^z, (V(J)) . deg(Z, . Ve) ^ deg, Ve.
z,

This follows directly from THEOREM 1.1 taking X = Ve (cf. [Fu,
Example 8.4.8] for why £z,(V(J)) = ^(Ve H V(J)) where Q € Zj H Ve).
To give a proof of the Proposition in the language of [Fu] without using
the refined Bezout theorem, one first reduces via a Segre embedding to
intersecting a smooth projective variety V C ?N of dimension r with
a set of r hyperplanes J ^ i , . . . , Hr of degree d. If {Qj} are the isolated
points of the intersection H^ D • • • D Hr H V then, using [Fu, Def. 7.1]
for the intersection multiplicity i{Qj, H^ • • • Hr • V ; PN), COROLLARY 1.4
reduces to

^(^.^...^.y^^degy.
z,

This follows from Bezout's theorem [Fu, Thm 8.4] since the points {Qj}
are proper components of the intersection. Alternatively, one can proceed
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inductively as in Fallings; at each step, throw away all components
which will have excess dimension at the following step and then use
[Fu, Example 7.1.8 and Example 7.1.10] to compute the intersection
multiplicities. Using the same type of argument, one easily deduces that
if X and J are as in THEOREM 1.1 and Zj are the irreducible components
of the intersection X D V(J) of codimension t then
(1.4.1)

^ iz, (X n V(J)) . deg^ Z, < deg^ X .
Ozj,x CM

It should be emphasized that (1.4.1) is enough for the application to
zero estimates since this only requires information about components of
the same dimension.
We need a couple more results from intersection theory more closely
related to the specific set up of zero estimates on group varieties. Consider
the following situation : let G be an arbitrary connected algebraic group.
Suppose G acts on a projective variety X, i.e. there is a morphism
4>: G x X —^ X satisfying
(1) (f)(e,x) = x

for all x C X where e is the identity element of G,

(2) (f)[g, (^/, x)] = ^(g • g\ x) for all g , g ' € G and all x C X.
We will normally write (t)(g,x) = g(x).
We begin with a transversality result which is behind Lemme 4.6 in [PI]
and which is essential in order to complete the proof of Proposition 1
in [W2] (see REMARK 3.9 below). It is closely related to a result of KLEIMAN [K] (cf. [Fu, Appendix B 9.2] and [H, III, Thm 10.8]). If X, Y c W
are two subvarieties of an algebraic variety and {Zi} are the irreducible
components of intersection, let A = Oz^ Y and let J be the ideal in A
generated by the ideal of X in W. We say that X and Y intersect generically transversally if J is the maximal ideal of A.
THEOREM 1.5. — Suppose G is a connected algebraic group acting on a
quasi-projective variety X, with both defined over an algebraically closed
field of characteristic zero. Let V C X be an irreducible subvariety. Then
there exists a non-empty Zariski open subset U C V such that Gu D V is
generically transverse for all u G U.

Proof. — We copy the proof from [H, III, Thm 10.8] with a few
modifications necessary for this setting. Let U C V be a non-empty Zariski
open subset which is non-singular with the induced scheme structure.
Define Y := ((/)(G x U))red and consider the dominant morphism (/) :
G x U —^ Y. Shrinking U if necessary we can assume that 0 is smooth;
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this follows as in Hartshorne by generic smoothness [H, III, Cor. 10.7] or
by the fact that G acts transitively on the fibres ^ -l (^/). Construct the
fibred square as in [H] :
,/
W ————> U

•[

^

GxU

0

———>

i"

Y

U
Here TT^ : G x U —> U is the projection to the second factor and i : U —^ Y
the natural inclusion. Let q : W —> U denote the composition 7r'z • j.
Since W is non-singular, applying generic smoothness to q shows that,
shrinking U if necessary, q is smooth and hence q^^u) is smooth for
u C U. But it is easy to verify that this is possible only when Gun U, and
hence, Gu H V is generically transverse.
REMARK 1.6. — We will need to apply THEOREM 1.5 in the case where
A C G(C) is an analytic subgroup of a connected group variety G, defined
by a coherent analytic ideal sheaf Z. This can be done essentially as above.
Let p : W —> G denote the composition 71-1 -j. Then replace W in the above
commutative diagram by the complex analytic subspace C defined by the
inverse image ideal sheaf Im : p*Z -^ Ow (cf. [G-R, p. 19]). We know
that C is reduced because p is smooth. By [G-R, p. 117] there exists a nonempty (analytic) open subset U C C which is a complex manifold (with
the induced structure of complex space). Instead of generic smoothness,
one applies its analytic analogue, Sard's theorem ([G-G, Thm 1.12]),
to q : U -^ U.
COROLLARY 1.7. — Suppose G acts on X and V C. X is an irreducible
subscheme with
[V]=m[V^
Let Z be an irreducible component of Gv D V for generic v € V. Then
m=£z(GvnV).

Proof. — Consider Y := (^(G,V))^ C X. We claim that for generic
v C V the intersection Gv H V is proper in V. This follows either from the
proof of THEOREM 1.5 or by considering 0 : G x V —> Y since the fibre
over g(v) has dimension
dim Gv U V + dim G - dim Gv.
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If Yreg C Y denotes the set of regular points, then for generic choice of
v G V, the intersection Gv D Yreg ^s not empty. Moreover V H Vreg is not
empty since for any smooth point g(v) € V, v = g~lg(v) is also a smooth
point of Y. Also no irreducible component of the intersection Gv D V will
be contained in Ysing = Y \ Yreg- Since intersection products are local
([Fu, Example 6.2.5] and see p. 137 for a discussion closely related to this
particular application) it will suffice to work on Yreg. We will continue to
denote by V (resp. Gv) the intersection ynYreg (resp. G^DYreg)- Since Gv
meets V generically transversally by THEOREM 1.5, and since intersection
products commute with the cycle map ([Fu, Example 6.2.1]), it follows
that z(Z, Gv • V\ Yreg) = ^- Thus it remains to show that
i(Z^Gv'V^Yreg) =£z(GvnV).
This follows from [Fu], Proposition 7.1 or Proposition 8.2 because V
(in fact any irreducible projective scheme) is generically Cohen-Macaulay
and Gv is regular. The fact that a projective scheme always has an open
subset of Cohen-Macaulay points is perhaps most convincingly seen by
intersecting with generic hypersurfaces {V(fz)}; at each stage fi will form
part of a system of regular paramaters away from the closed subscheme
of embedded components.
Finally we need an easy result on degg(V) for V C X. This is given in
[Mo, Lemme 2] and a weaker version appears as Lemma 4.5 in [PI]. We
give a proof here as another application of intersection theory.
LEMMA 1.8. — Suppose a connected algebraic group G acts on a
projective variety X. Then for all g G G and all V C X
degV =degg(V)
where the degree is computed with respect to any ample line bundle on X .
Proof. — In the special case when G is affine, the cycles [V] and
[^(V)] are rationally equivalent and hence numerically equivalent. This
follows from [Fu, Example 10.1.7] since G is rationally connected (and
in fact rational). In the general case when G is no longer necessarily
affine, the cycles [^(^)] and [V] are algebraically equivalent and hence
numerically equivalent. The algebraic equivalence of [g(V)} and [V] follows
from [Fu, Def. 10.3] by considering (f): XxG —> X given by (j)(x^ g) = g(x) :
consider the cycle
[^(V)] ^ A k ( X x G ) ,

k=dimV+dimG

and observe that [^(V^g = [g-^V)}.
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In the proofs of zero estimates and of the product theorem we will need
to assume that a (normal) projective variety X with group action by G
is given a fixed projectively normal embedding. KNOP and LANGE [KL1],
[KL2] have given an effective construction of such embeddings in certain
cases. We here sketch an alternative more abstract method which uses
results of BERTRAM, EIN, and LAZARSFELD [BEL], [EL].
The assumption of projectively normality is required for the following
reason. Given an embedding X ^ P^ let OxW be the associated very
ample line bundle on X. Both the multiplicity estimates and the product
theorem are based on taking «derivatives » of sections of Ox(n). As we
will see in the next section this means associating to each a € H°(OxW)
a family ^r C H°(0x(cn)) for some positive integer c. In order to apply
THEOREM 1.1 the map H°(OpN(n)) -^ H°(0x(ri)) must to be surjective
so that Fa is a set of hyperpsurface sections in the given projective
embedding. Now if X C P^ is any subscheme (not necessarily normal)
then the ideal sheaf Ix is coherent [H, II, 5.9] and one has the standard
exact sequence
0 -^ Ix(n) —— OpN(n) —— Ox{n) -^ 0,

for any integer n. But it is well known [H, III 5.2 (b)] that there exists no
such that ^(Ix^n)) == 0 for all n > no, and hence
H°{0^(n))-^H°(Ox(n))^0
is exact for n > no. The trouble with this argument is that no is not easy
to compute in general; one encounters the same problem when asking
for an embedding to be projectively normal. Thus for example LANGE
[L, p. 262] assumes that his equivariant compactification is furnished
with a projectively normal embedding. Without this assumption, his
effective bound on the degree of homogeneous polynomials representing
translations is not valid. But the analysis of Knop and Lange in [KL1]
(especially Thm 6.4) makes the choice of no effective for the projective
embeddings used in transcendence theory.
Recent work of BERTRAM, EIN, and LAZARSFELD [BEL] gives, under
suitable hypotheses, effective bounds on the size of no. More precisely,
suppose X is a smooth complex projective variety of dimension d and
let Kx denote the canonical bundle on X. If D is a very ample line
bundle and E is a numerically effective line bundle (recall that a Cartier
divisor D on a variety X is said to be numerically effective or nef if the
intersection number satisfies D • C > 0 for all integral curves C C X),
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then the adjoint bundle Kx ^ D^ (g) E defines a projectively normal
embedding for k > d + 1 provided that it is very ample ([BEL, Prop. 6];
see also [EL, Thm 1]). This result does not always apply directly in our
situation, however, because X is not necessarily smooth or even normal.
Under certain hypotheses on A and X one can lift to a desingularization X
and use Proposition 6 of [BEL] in order to obtain projective normality
of X embedded by Kx 0 D^ 0 E. To this end, it would be nice to have
a version of this result which only requires D to be ample but as of yet
this is only a conjecture (cf. [EL, Conjecture 4.2]).
Since the equivariant compactifications considered in transcendence
theory (cf. [KL1, section 6]) are smooth one can use the results of [BEL].
Let X be a compactification of a connected commutative algebraic group
as constructed in section 6 of [KL1] and let D be a very ample Cartier
divisor on X. We claim that —Kx is generated by global sections and
hence is nef. Taking E = -Kx in Proposition 6 of [BEL] shows that D^
gives a projective embedding for any k > dimX + 1. To see that -Kx
is nef, consider the construction of X in [KL1]. Let G be a connected
commutative group variety over C. There is a canonical exact sequence
0-> L —>G —^ A -^ 0,
where L is a linear group and A is an abelian variety. There is a (noncanonical) splitting
r

s

X
L^\{G^\[G^

1

1

where Ga is the additive group and Gm is the multiplicative group. KNOP
and LANGE consider compactifications of G as an L-bundle over A. To
each equivariant compactification V of L they associate an equivariant
compactification of X. In transcendence theory, one is interested in
compactifications of the form fJP^ where Y^rii == r + s and where
the immersion L ^ ^P^ respects the given product structure on L.
Fix such an immersion and let X denote the corresponding equivariant
compactification of G. Let
7 T : X ——>A

denote the canonical projection. Each invertible sheaf Opr^ (1) gives rise
to an invertible sheaf Ci on X. A theorem of Knop and Lange [KL2,
Thm 2.1] says that
PicL(X)^7r*PicA0^Z
i
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where Pic^(X) denotes those invertible sheaves on X which admit an
L-action and where each copy of Z in the direct sum corresponds to
the sheaf C,i. Since Kx is admits an L-action, —Kx = TT*^ + 'M.
where M, ^ ^aiCz. Intersecting with curves C in the fibres of TT shows
that M. is generated by global sections. On the other hand, [Fu, Example
12.2.1] shows that —KX\G 1s generated by global sections which forces C
to be generated by global sections.
Using this same argument and Theorem 1 of [EL] shows that if D is
a very ample divisor on X, then the embedding given by {dimX + 2)Z)
is cut out by quadrics. This is related to [KL1, Thm 6.4]. The result of
KNOP and LANGE, however, is sharper applied to the specific line bundles
which they consider; in particular, they do not need to assume that D
is very ample. On the other hand, the approach sketched here gives a
potentially more general result applying to any very ample line bundle
on X, including those which may not admit an L- action.
2. Length estimates
We need to estimate lengths of primary ideals in terms of differential
operators as in [W2, Lemma 3] and [PI, Prop. 4.7]. Multiplicity estimates
occur in a similar fashion in Fallings' product theorem. As before, X
denotes a projective variety with group action by a connected algebraic
group G given by <j): G x X —> X. From this point on, we will assume for
simplicity that all varieties and morphisms are defined over C. Assume
also that X is normal and fix a projective embedding X —^ PN in
which X is projectively normal. Let R denote the projective coordinate
ring of P^ and let C = %*0(1). Fix a very ample line bundle M. on G.
We will define translation operators and differential operators and verify
that they satisfy certain basic properties (cf. [PI, section 4.1], [MW1,
sections 2-3], and [MW2, sections 2-3] for similar considerations). In the
applications, X will be a product of varieties with group actions; it is not
difficult to extend all of the definitions and lemmas of this section to the
multihomogeneous case.
Translation operators can be defined in a completely natural fashion
in the context of schemes. In particular if V C X is a subscheme then
for g G G recall that tg(V) C X denotes the scheme theoretic image.
If V = V(I) then we will often write tg(I) C R for a homogeneous
ideal defining tg(V). THEOREM 1.1 requires an explicit estimate on the
degree of polynomials generating a particular choice of tg{I). To obtain
this estimate, choose a positive integer a such that /^(g)a 0 t*_-^£^~1 is
generated by global sections; there is no difficulty choosing a uniformly
in g (cf. the main theorem of [L]) as we will show later when defining
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differential operators. Choose a basis {7,} for H^^X.O^ (g) ^_i/:0-1).
Then there are morphisms
Ox (1)-^ Ox (a)
given by a ^ ^*_i<7 (g) 7^. One can extend tg^ to a map
^(CM^-^^^Man))
in the natural manner respecting the ring structure on
00

R^=(^H°(0^i)).
i=0

If X = V(I) and P i , . . . , Pr are homogeneous generators of I of degree < n
then {tg,i(Pj)} are homogeneous generators oftg(I) of degree <^ an. Since
homogeneous ideals denning projective varieties will occur frequently in
what follows and since these are only determined up to a projectively
irrelevant ideal, we make the convention that for homogeneous ideals
J, J C R, I ^ J if and only if V(I) ^ V{J).
REMARK 2.1. — Suppose X C PN is denned by a homogeneous
ideal I C R. Then PHILIPPON [PI, Def. 4.1 and 4.2] defines t g ( I ) to be
the ideal in Rx generated by t g ^ ( I ) for all i. Our more geometric formulation of Philippon's definition makes it clear that t g ( I ) is independent
of the choice of a up to a projectively irrelevant ideal and it is also independent of the choice of basis for H°(X, C^ (g) f^i/:0"1). It is also clear
that t g ' [ t g ( I ) } ^ t g ' . g ( I ) . MASSER-WUSTHOLZ take a slightly different approach using «contracted extensions)) of ideals (cf. [MW1, p. 492-498]
and [MW2, p. 237-240] for the details).
Next we define differential operators. This is done similarly to translations except that we work on G x X. All sheaves and cohomology groups
will be on G x X until specified otherwise. Choose positive integers &, c
such that
(2.2)

^c '= ^M^ 0 TT^0 0 ^*/:0-1

is generated by global sections4 where TTI and TT^ denote the projections
of G x X to the first and second factor respectively. Choose global
4

This shows, by restricting ^b,c\gxXi that in REMARK 2.1 above a can be chosen
uniformly for all translation operators tg. However, in general there is not an explicit
effective bound on a as is given by [L] in the special case where X is an equivariant
compactification of a commutative group variety and <^ : GxX —^ X is the group action.
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sections {^J which generate F\,^\ note that H°(^Fb,c) may be infinite
dimensional since G is only quasi-projective. Precisely as above, define
(2.3)

^ : H°(0x(n)) —— H°{^0x(n)^^)
=HO{^M^nb(S)^C0nc).

Let A C G be a d-parameter analytic subgroup given by an analytic
homomorphism
^ : C^ —> G.

Let ^ i , . . . , Zd denote the standard coordinate system on Cd. Let B(0, e)
denote the ball of radius e centered at the origin in C^ and let H(B(0, e))
denote the ring of holomorphic functions on £?(0, e). If a = (0:1,..., ad)
is a d-tuple of non-negative integers, then let
Q\a\
Aa=

9^

Qai
=

QOd

9z^'"9zy'

DEFINITION 2.4. — Suppose a € H^^M^ (g) TT^/:^) for /3,7 > 0.
Take a local trivialization of Tr^M^0 along U x X where £/ C G is
some small affine open subset containing e. If £/ = SpecB then a\j G
5 0C I:f°(7r^0x(7)) where ajj is the image of a under the trivialization
[L, Lemma 1]. Since e C U, we can further restrict cr^/ to ^(B(0, e))xX C
U x X. Composing with '0 on the first factor gives au{z) e 7<(B(0,e)) (g)
^°(7r2*0x(7)). Then
Daa := ^[au{z)]\^ € H°(OxW)^
It is easy to check that (up to multiplication by a non-zero constant)
D^a does not depend on the choice of U or on the local trivialization
of TT^M^. For future reference, write Di(a) = 9/9zi[au(z)}\z=o so that
D" =D^--Dy.
DEFINITION 2.5. — Suppose P C R is a homogeneous polynomial of
degree n considered as a global section of ^0n ^ OxW' Then
D-P-^^D^P)}})
where rji run over all homomorphisms defined in (2.3).
DEFINITION 2.6. — Let I C RX be a homogeneous ideal and D0' a
differential operator. Then write
^(J) = ({D^P; P C I and 0 < 0 < a}),
where f3 = (/?i,..., f3d) < (^i, • . • ^d) = OL if and only if ^ < a^ for all %.
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REMARK 2.7. — One can verify, using the Leibnitz formula, that if
I = (Pi,..., Pr) for homogeneous polynomials Pi then
D"(J)^({D^; z = l , . . . r , 0<f3<a}).

We now proceed to estimate the length of primary ideals in terms of
differential operators. This requires a constant which is closely related
to the constants o-r and pr of WUSTHOLZ [W2, p. 473-474 and p. 479].
Suppose V C X is a subvariety. Let
(2.8)

cy := codim [Av D V, Av} where v 6 V is a general point.

Also given a subset S C \QjQz\,..., Q / Q z d } let
V^ = iD^ ; H < T and a, ^ 0 ^

9

e sV

Thus T>^ is just the differential operators of weight < T in 5'. Without a
suffix
^ ={Da^ |a| ^T}.
If I C RX is a homogeneous ideal then let

Pi(J) = ({i?°(J)}; iTe^i).
For v € V, define the analytic map '0^ : C^ —^ X by ^ v—> ^(z) ' v. Also
define the complex analytic space
Y^=^\V)^B(^e).

The following result is implicitly stated by FALTINGS in the proof of
the Product Theorem (see [F, Thm 3.1]) for the special case when
G = A711 x • • • x A"-, X = P, and A = A^ x ' • • x A^ ; it generalizes
Lemma 3 of [W2].
THEOREM 2.9. — Suppose Pv C R is a homogeneous prime ideal
defining a subvariety V and I C R is Py-primary. For generic v € V let
{Q/9zi}i^s be a basis of derivations transversal toYy atO so that \S\ = cy.
Let 6 he the cardinality of the set C of transversal differential operators
which map I into Vy :
C = {a ; a, ^ 0 =>- 9/9zi C S and 2^(7) C Vy}
Then£y[V(I)} >6+1.
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Proof. — Choose a small affine open subset U C X so that U D V
is a smooth complete intersection in U. Suppose codim(y,X) = r and
Q i , . . . , Qr e Pv are homogeneous polynomials which generate I(V H U).
Order the coordinates of C^ so that 6 ' = { l , . . . , c y } ; note that cy < r.
Let ^ denote the Kronecker delta. By THEOREM 1.5 and REMARK 1.6,
there exists v C V H U such that Av H V is transverse at v. This means
that for e sufficiently small ^(Pv) generates z(Yy) where z(Yy) denotes
the ideal sheaf of Yy in 0B(o,e) (ci. [G-R, p. 77]). Consequently, we can
assume (taking linear combinations of the Qz if necessary) that for some
fixed dehomogenization
Q

(2.9.1)

-j.-Qi[^{z)}\^=o=6ij,

forl^ij^cv.

OZj

Given a C C let Q0' = f[ Q^. We claim that
1=1
(2.9.2)

P = ^ a^Q0 ^ J
Q-ec

unless all ac, = 0.

Since J is homogeneous, it suffices to verify (2.9.2) in the case when P is
homogeneous of degree /^. Suppose ap ^ 0. Then it follows from (2.9.1)
that
^P[^(z)}\^^0.
DEFINITION 2.6 then implies that D^P (fL Pv and thus (2.9.2) holds.
Denoting by « ^ ) ) the completion of a local ring,
6y,x^k(V)[[Q^..^Qr}}.
But [Ma, p. 63 Remark 2 and Thm 8.11]
(2.9.3)

Ov,x/I ^ (Ov^x/lf ^ Ov,x/IOy,x^

and by [Ma, p. 63 (3)], ]Caec ^Q0' ^ ^v.x unless all a^ = 0. It is then
an easy exercise to check, using (2.9.2) and (2.9.3), that £{6v,x/l6v,x) >
6+1 and this concludes the proof of THEOREM 2.9.
COROLLARY 2.10. — Suppose Pv C R is a homogeneous prime ideal
defining V C 'PN and suppose I is Py -primary. IfT^I C Pv then

Mm]^7).
This is a trivial consequence of THEOREM 2.9; it follows simply from
counting the number of differential operators in P^, where S is as in the
statement of THEOREM 2.9.
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REMARK 2.11. — It is essential in some of the applications to have
THEOREM 2.9 instead of COROLLARY 2.10. In diophantine approximation
one is interested in polynomials with large «index)) at a given point. But
the index is a weighted version of the order and so it is not sufficient to
have a multiplicity estimate which only considers the order of a function
at a point. This will be clear in the application to the product theorem.
3. Lemmas about Differential Operators
In this section we gather together lemmas about the functorial behavior
of differential operators which will be needed in the next section. The end
of the section discusses how our differential operators are related to those
defined by WUSTHOLZ [W2] and how THEOREM 1.5 relates to Proposition 1
in [W2].
LEMMA 3.1.—Let I C Rx be a homogeneous ideal and D^ a differential
operator. Then Doi(I) is independent of the choice ofb and c in (2.2) and
of the choice {7^} of global sections generating J^b,c-

This can be seen as in [PI, Prop. 4.3] by using the derivation properties of P°\ We briefly sketch a proof in our set-up. First, assuming independence of the choice of {7^}, we show that Da(I) c^ (D^y^I) where
(0^(1) is defined via {7,'} C H°(G x X,^^) with V > b and c' > c.
Choose 7^ = 7j 0 6^ where {7^} is the choice of generating sections for
J^b,c and {Sjc} is a set of sections which generate
-TT* ^y1'^>bf~b 6^ TT* ^'^c~c ^ T,, , (^ T-^—I
i\^J\/\.
W i\^L,
— J^b' ^c' 0' ^ b c

Let s € H°(pxW} and let G\ = ^s^^[ and o-j = ^s^^j. For all f3 < a,
(3.1.1) D^ = D^a, ^ 6k) = D^a, (g) (6k\exx) + • • < + ^\exx ^ D^k,
where the intermediate terms are given by the Leibnitz formula and are
of the form
[(I^-)^^2^)],

(3,+^=(3.

But as k varies, 6k\exx generate a projectively irrelevant ideal and the rest
of the terms in (3.1.1) are in D^^I). This verifies independence of 6, c for
differential operators applied to generators of (9jc(l). The general case
follows from this since the operators D^ are determined by their values
on H°(OxW) by the Leibnitz formula.
Next we show that D^-^I) is independent of the choice {7^} of global
sections generating Tb,c- Let 7 € HQ{^Fb,c) be an arbitrary global section.
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Then it suffices to show that adding 7 to the set {7^} does not change
the scheme defined by D06^). This is a local condition which we verify
on an open affine cover of X. Since {7^} generate .^c the restrictions
{^i\exx} generate ^Fb,c\exx = ^x(c— 1). So if Ui C X is the complement
X \ Z(^i\exx) °^ the zero locus of 7^1 ex x then |j Ui = X. It is clear that
if e is sufficiently small then for all z, 7^ does not vanish on -B(0, e) x [/r
In particular the rational function 7/7^ has no poles along B(0,e) x Ui.
Now choose a global section s G H°(OxW)' Then for all (3 < a,
D^^s^-f^u^D^^s^^^)^
= l[DP(^s^^)]^u,
+

•>>+^0^(^(^))|ox^

where the intermediate terms are, as above, of the form
[(^(^)).(^(^®^))]|^,

f3,+0.=f3.

Since D^ (7/7^)10x1^ ls computed on jE?(0,e) x Ui and since 7/7^ has no
poles on .0(0, e) x Ui the result follows for sections of Ox (1). The argument
for sections of Ox(n) is precisely the same except that now 7 C H0^^)
and 7^ is replaced by (^)^i 7j where 7j e H0^^^)'
REMARK 3.2. — LEMMA 3.1 can be rephrased in the terminology of
MASSER-WUSTHOLZ [MW1, Lemma 1] and PHILIPPON [PI, 4.1]. One wants
to represent the morphism (f) : G x X —> X in terms of homogeneous
polynomials in a fixed set of coordinates on X and G. A collection {Pi}
of homogeneous polynomials representing (f) is called complete if for any
g x x G G x X there exists Pi representing 0 in a neighborhood of g x x.
The homogeneous polynomial <^*P(8)7 only represents (f) off of ^(7). Thus
if Pi = (J)*P (g) 7^ then {P^} is a complete collection if and only if {7^}
generate .T^c- LEMMA 3.1 shows that our definition of derivatives does not
depend on the choice of a complete collection of homogeneous polynomials
representing (f).
Now we must show that the differential operators and translation
operators satisfy certain compatibility conditions as in [PI, Prop. 4.3].
LEMMA 3.3. —Let I C Rx be a homogeneous ideal and let Doil and D^2
be two differential operators. Then

2V1 [^(I)] ^^-^(J).
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Proof. — We will verify the lemma when I = (P) is the ideal generated
by a single homogeneous polynomial P C Ox (n); the general case then
follows easily. Consider the following commutative diagram :
GxGxX
^ >^

^^. idx0

Here 6 = m x id where m : G x G —> G is the group law. Denote by z the
coordinates on Cd for the first factor G and by z ' the coordinates for Cd on
the second G. As in LEMMA 3.1 it suffices to prove the result locally. So let
^ = {^} denote local coordinates on some small affine open subset U C X.
The commutative diagram gives two power series representations for
{ z , z ' ^ ) i—^ /z(z,2/,$) and we equate coefficients of zoilzfa2. Using the
fact that

^Y,0 = (^)+^u) = (^+^),
it follows that the coefficient of z^z^2 in the power series coming from
^ = (f). 0 gives a local generator for D0'1"^0^?). On the other hand, one
verifies that the coefficient of zoilz/oi2 in the expansion for fi = (f) • (id x (/))
gives a local generator for D0'1^0'2^)}.
REMARK 3.4.—Note that in the proof of LEMMA 3.3 it is essential that '0
is an analytic group homomorphism. Most of the set-up for zero estimates
applies at least abstractly to an arbitrary analytic map ^ : Cd —^ G.
In the following Lemma we see why commutativity is important in zero
estimates which makes it natural for MASSER-WUSTHOLZ and PHILIPPON
to work on commutative algebraic groups.
LEMMA 3.5. — Suppose g G G commutes with A = ^(C^). Then
^[^^(J)] c^ D^^g^I)] where Doi is an arbitrary differential operator.

Proof. — We will use the commutative diagram from LEMMA 3.3 and
once more will prove the result when I = (P) with P homogeneous of
degree 72, the general case following easily. Let
Fa^c = TT^M^ 0 TT^M^ 0 TT^.

Fix a, 6, c so that Ta,h,c is generated by global sections and choose
generating sections

{^}cH°{GxGxX^^).
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Let
0
o-,=^*P(g)7,
^P ^ ^ e eJ^
H ° (! G x G x X , C^ 0 J%).

One verifies using the definitions that
-LU^

-"1 - , . C - * J * - — „

J-1--J-

^(P)]^^^^)}^),
^[^(P)]^({^(^|,^^)}^J.
But by the commutativity assumption, ^\Axgxx = ^ g x A x x ' Thus an
application of REMARK 3.2 (which, to be rigorous, only applies to AxAxX
where A is the Zariski closure of A in G since the methods are only valid
in the algebraic category) concludes the proof of the lemma.
REMARK 3.6. — As is clear from the proof of LEMMA 3.5, we can
apply a translation operator and a differential operator simultaneously
by working on G x G x X. Moreover one can choose a, b, c such that Ta.b.c
is generated by global sections with c the constant appearing in (2.2). The
importance of this is that if one applies first a differential operator and
then a translation operator to a homogeneous polynomial of degree n then
one obtains an ideal generated by forms of degree (?n whereas applying the
operators simultaneously gives an ideal generated by forms of degree en.
Finally we will show how, in certain special cases, our definition
of differential operators following Philippon corresponds with the more
intrinsic definition of WUSTHOLZ in [W2]. Let H = A denote the Zariski
closure of A in G. Then H is a commutative group variety [Lal, p. 173].
Assume that for some x e X the orbit map H —> X by h \—> h(x) is an
immersion. Composing with X ^-> P^ and taking the Zariski closure gives
an equivariant compactification of H denoted by Hx. Assume that H^
is projectively normal. WUSTHOLZ [W2, p. 477-478] defines differential
operators on an affine coordinate ring k[H\ associated to an equivariant
compactification. We sketch this here for the convenience of the reader.
Let TeH denote the tangent space to H at the origin and exp : TeH —^ H
the exponential map. Also let / : TeH —^ H^ ^ P^ denote the
composition of exp with the natural inclusion H <-^ P^. Identify Cd with a
linear subspace of TeH. Let U C P^ denote the open affine subset of P^
given by the complement of the hyperplane XQ = 0 and let $1,..., ^
denote the affine coordinates on U. Assume that H^ H U is not empty.
WUSTHOLZ [W2, p. 478] defines
F,(z)=^-f:TeH^C.
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By [Wal, Prop. 1.2.3] Q/Oz^F,) = ^.(Fi,...,F^) where H,, is a
polynomial. WUSTHOLZ defines
9
-Q^^J =Hij[^,...^n)

and extends Q/9zi to a derivation on k[^,..., ^v], factoring through the
ideal I(U H H^) defining U D H^. If RX is the projective coordinate ring
of X and RH^ is the projective coordinate ring of H^ for our fixed embedding in P^ then there is a natural surjection Rx -p-^ RH^ • If I C RX is a
homogeneous ideal, then denote by IH^ the image p ( I ) and by In ^u
the corresponding dehomogenization. Note that V(IH^) = V(I) H H^.
If I C Rx is a homogeneous ideal, and D^ a differential operator then
define the Wiistholz differential operator D^ as follows :
D:(J)-(^n^{|^(P)}; Peln^u. f3<a),

where the derivative Q^/Q^z^ is taken using WUSTHOLZ' definition. We
will now show that WUSTHOLZ' definition of differential operators and
DEFINITION 2.6 are compatible.
LEMMA 3.7. — Suppose I C Rx is a homogeneous ideal. Let U C X
be the open subset given by the complement of the hyperplane section XQ = 0. Let D0' be a differential operator. If H^ H U is not empty
then D-^^H^ = DW^H^}.

Proof. — First note that derivatives as defined in DEFINITIONS 2.5
and 2.6 commute with restriction to subvarieties so that
Da(I)H^U=Da(IH^uY

This reduces the question to H^. Consider the following commutative
diagram :

Let z ' denote analytic coordinates on TeH. Note that if Gj = ^ . ^ :
Cd x T^H -> C then
r\

g^ [Gj (^ Z')} | .=0 = H,, (Fl, . . . , FN) .
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On the other hand, DEFINITION 2.5 and REMARK 2.7 give
D^X,)=({Dl,(^X^r^k)}).
Composing with exp on the second factor and using the commutative
diagram shows that on U D H^
{^X, ^ r]k) (^ z ' ) = G,(^ z ' ) . rj^ z ' )
and r ] k { z ^ z ' ) have no common zeroes. It follows that
W^UnH^W^'-'^W

where J C A ; [ ^ i , . . . , ^n] is an ideal with no common zeroes. An application
of Hilbert's Nullstellensatz concludes the proof in the special case when
I = (Xj) is generated by a coordinate function and D0' = D}. The general
case follows by LEMMA 3.3 and the Leibnitz formula.
REMARK 3.8. — One can prove COROLLARY 2.10 by reducing to
[W2, Lemma 3] in the special case when LEMMA 3.7 applies. So assume
that for generic v € V, Hy is an equivariant compactification of H. Choose
a non-empty open affine subset U C H^ given by the complement of a
hyperplane section in the given projective embedding. Let Y C Hx H V
be an irreducible component. By COROLLARY 1.7,

£(Ov,pN/l) =£{OY^/[I+I(H^]).
Since lengths are computed at the generic point,
£y (V[I + I ( H x ) ] ) = ^Oy^A- /[(J + IW) n U}).
Then LEMMA 3.7 gives that 9^[(I-{-I(H^))nU} C I(YnU) and Lemma 3
of [W2] applies.
REMARK 3.9. — We show here how THEOREM 1.5 is needed in the
proof of Proposition 1 in [W2]. For the convenience of the reader, we
first recall some definitions from [W2], suitably generalized to our setting.
For V C X let I(V) = (Pi,...,Py.) be its homogeneous ideal and fix
some r] € H°{G x X,^c) which does not vanish on e x V. One defines
(cf. [W2, p. 479])
~Di[rj{P,)]{modI{V))

...

D^(P,)}(modI(V))~

_Di[ri(Pr)]{modI(V))

...

D^{Pr)}(modI(V)) _

p(V) = rank
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It is easy to verify that the definition is independent of the choice of Pi
and also of 77. Recall (2.8) : cy = codim(A-y H V) for generic v C V
(cy = mm{r(g(V)) ; g C G} in the terminology of [W2]; cf. p. 473). One
clearly has, for sufficiently general v e V and a fixed dehomogenization
of the P^
9
Pi [^)] |^o
^- Pi [^(2;)] |^o
9z,
p(V) = rank
9
^P,[^)]|^O
^P,[^)]|^O
Q

From this it follows immediately that cy > p(V) and that equality holds
if and only if Av D V is transverse at v. Thus THEOREM 1.5 implies that
p(V) = cv for all V C X and this implies Proposition 1 of [W2]. The gap
in the proof of WUSTHOLZ occurs on p. 495 where he states
l[exp-\V n A)]^= ( ( ^ i , . . . , ^, M i , . . . , Mn-d)^.
This is only true when the intersection A D V is transverse at x.
4. Zero Estimates
In this section we prove THEOREM 0.3 and a generalization to deal with
the case of non-commutative groups. So let X = ]~[^i Xi be as in the
statement of THEOREM 0.3 with a product group action (f): G x X -^ X.
If V C X is a closed subscheme and U C Y is quasi-projective, U is said
to be an irreducible component of Y if U is an irreducible component
ofV.
REMARK 4.1. — If g commutes with A then one can use LEMMA 3.5 to
show that P vanishes along A at g(x) to order > n if and only if tg [D^ (P)]
vanishes at x for all a| < n. This is the content of [PI, Prop. 4.4].
Proof of Theorem 0.3. — Since the conclusion of the theorem only
involves the orbit Gx one_can replace X with Gx and assume that P
is not identically zero on Gx. Define ideals Ic, C R^ as in PHILIPPON,
namely let Ji = (P) and
la = ({^-1^(^-1)] : g € S}),

for 2 < a ^ n + 1.

Let X^ = V(Ia). LEMMAS 3.3 and 3.5 and REMARK 4.1 show that
x e Xn-^-i and hence Xn+i is non-empty. This gives rise to a chain
Xi D ^2 D • • . D X,n+l
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with dimXi = n - 1 and dimX^+i > 0 so there exists5 r such that
dimXr = dimXr+i. Let Y denote an irreducible component of Xr which
is also an irreducible component of Xr+i. Since tg-i^71^)] C Jy+i it
follows that Y C V^tg-i^^r)]) or equivalently
(4.1.1)

g(Y) C V^^)} c X^

for all g ^ S.

It follows that g(Y) is an irreducible component of Xr for all ^ e 5 since
g(Y) C Xr and dim^(r) = dimXr. Moreover both Ir and ^(Ir) are
^(Y)-primary for all g e S so that COROLLARY 2.10 applies.
Let (f) : G —> Gx denote the morphism determined by g ^ g(x) and
write
H : = { g e G ^ g(Y)=Y}.
Since V(P) = X^ D X^ D p(Y) for all ^ € 5', it is clear that P
vanishes on g ( H y ) for all ^ <E 5' and any 2/ C V. To obtain (0.3.1)
we will show that Hy as well as g(Hy) can be cut out (with high
multiplicity) by multihomogeneous polynomials of multidegree < cd and
then apply THEOREM 1.1. To this end, define
J:={{tg-.(Ir)^ ge^-^Y)}).
Hence
(4.1.2)

[V(J) n ^(G)]^ = {g(x) G Gx ; [^-\Y) . g](x) € Xr}
={g(x)^Gx-^ g ( Y ) c X r } .

Since ^(V) c Xr for all ^ <E 5', ^(^.r) C V(J) for all g e S. Moreover
we claim that g ( H x ) is an irreducible component of V(J). This follows
from the definition of H and the fact that g(Y) C Xr is an irreducible
component. By LEMMA 3.5,
(4.1.3)

^[^(J)] n 0(C7)]^ = {g(x) C Gx ; g(Y) c V^Ir)}.

Equations (4.1.1) and (4.1.3) imply that g(Hx) is an irreducible component of yp^J)] for all g C S. Let H1 denote the connected component
of H containing the origin. The number of distinct irreducible components of the form g ( H ' x ) C V^^J)) is at least
card^^-^)/^).
5
Note that this part of the argument is formally equivalent with Fallings' use of the
product theorem [F, Remark 3.4].
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By LEMMA 1.8, d e g ^ g t ^ H ' x ) = d e g ^ H ' x for all g € 5'. REMARK 3.6 shows
that, up to a projectively irrelevant ideal, J is generated by multihomogeneous polynomials of multidegree cd. Then THEOREM 1.1 (or 1.4.1) and
COROLLARY 2.10 combine to give
(T-^co^\m(Ax^H'x,Ax)\
,//^
, ^ / , x ,
,
( codim(AxnH'x,Ax) > ) ^{S + H x)/H x) deg,H x ^de^Gx.

THEOREM 0.3 can be extended under certain hypotheses to noncommutative groups. The only points in the proof of THEOREM 0.3
where commutativity of G is used are LEMMA 3.5 and equation (4.1.2).
Suppose now that X is a compactification of an arbitrary connected
algebraic group G such that the group action extends on both the
right and the left (such compactifications always exist by a construction
in [CH]); we call such a compactification bi-equivariant. In order to
simplify notation, identify G with its natural inclusion in X. We let
(j)r : G x X —^ X and (pi : G x X —> X denote action on the right
and action on the left respectively. Use (f)i for the definition of derivatives
and let c\ denote the corresponding constant so that, in the notation
of (2.2), ^b^ci ^ (J)^C^~1 is generated by global sections. Similarly, let C2
be a bound for the multidegree of a complete system of multihomogeneous
polynomials representing 0^, i.e. suppose ^62,c2 C^^/^"1 is generated by
global sections. Denote by fg translation on the right and t1 translation on
the left. In order to use LEMMA 3.5 we need to assume that each element
g e S commutes with A though it is not necessary for the elements of S
to commute amongst themselves. For V C G we will denote by deg^ V the
corresponding degree of the Zariski closure of V in the given projective
embedding.
THEOREM 4.2.—LetX be a bi-equivariant compactification of a connected algebraic group of dimension n as above. Let P G H°(0(d^^..., dm))
be a multihomogeneous polynomial of multidegree d. Suppose P vanishes
to order > nT + 1 along A at Sn' Then either P is identically zero or
there exists a proper connected algebraic subgroup H C G and an element
g e G such that P vanishes along ((/ • g)H for all g' ^ S and

(T + codim(A D H, A)\
./
./ x
[ codim(A n H, A) ) • card^ + ^/ ff ) • deg^ ^ ^Sc^G.
Proof. — The only difference in proof is in the definition of J since,
as noted above, we used commutativity of G in order to guarantee that
g(Y) C V(J) for all g G S. Here we make use of translation on the right.
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So with notation as in the proof of THEOREM 0.3, let Y be such that g{Y)
is an irreducible component of both Xf and X^i for all g e S. Let
J={t^{It):g^YnG}.
Then as before, (V(J)nG)red = {g G G : ^(VUG) C XJ. The multiplicity
estimates (COROLLARY 2.10) apply as before and we only need to bound
the degree of homogeneous polynomials generating J . But one sees as in
LEMMA 3.5 that derivatives, which were defined via translation on the
left, commute with translation on the right. REMARK 3.6 shows that the
derivatives increase the degree of generators of a homogeneous ideal by
a factor of ci while translation on the right further increases the degrees
by C2. This gives the required estimate.
REMARK 4.3. — PHILIPPON states [P2, p. 398] that one can choose
g = e € G in THEOREM 0.3. In other words, the variety Y C Xr constructed in the proof of THEOREM 0.3 can be assumed to pass through
e(x) = x. Since x G Xn-^-i one can let Ya be an irreducible component
of Xa containing x and then there must exist r such that Yr is an
irreducible component of both Xr and Xr^i and x G Yr. Thus, taking H
to be the stabilizer of Vy, there is an algebraic subgroup H such that P
vanishes on all translates g{H) for g C S. Unfortunately, inequality (0.3.1)
may not hold with this choice of Y because the translates g(Y) may not
be irreducible components of Xr and consequently g ( H ) may not be an
irreducible component of V(J).
One can, however, obtain some small amount of information about the
point g € G relating to the set S where P vanishes to high order. Recall
the chain
X\ D X^ D • • • D Xn+i.

Let r be the smallest positive integer with dimXr = dimX^+i. Let {Yj}
be the set of irreducible components of Xr of dimension dim Xr which are
also irreducible components of Xr-{-i. If there exists some Yj with x G Yj
then choose Y = Yj. Otherwise let U = Gx \ |j • Yy; be the complement of
the Yj's in Gx. Then consider the chain
X i H ^ D ^ n ^ D - ' - D Xn^-i H U.

Since x € Xn-^-i Fl U the same argument applies. Repeating this process,
there must exist an open subset U ' C Gx and an irreducible component
Z ' C Xt D U ' of dimension dim (Xf D U ' ) which is also an irreducible
component of Xt^_ H U ' and with x e Z ' . Let Z denote the Zariski
closure of Z ' in Gx. If g ( Z ) is not an irreducible component of Xt for
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all g G X then there exists g C S such that g(Z) C X^'; this means
that g ( Z ) C VQ; fo1' some Va which is an irreducible component of X^i
and Xr'+i for some r ' . Clearly Va contains g(x) for some g € S and
dimVo: > dimZ >, 0. Repeat the same argument with Va. This cannot go
on forever since the dimension increases at each step. In fact this shows
that there exists Y such that g(Y) is an irreducible component of both Xr
and Xr-^-i for some r and for all g € S and such that Y H Sn-i(X) is not
empty. In the special case when S C G is a finite subgroup, it follows that
one can always choose g = e.
5. The Product Theorem
We will extend the Product Theorem of Fallings to arbitrary commutative algebraic groups. Let G = Ill^i ^i ^e a product of connected
commutative algebraic groups and let X ^ P be an equivariant, projectively normal compactification respecting the product structure on G.
Let Ci = deg Xi and let 61 •= dim Xi. Let
m

^:^[TeGi-^G
i=l

be the exponential map. Since G is commutative, ^ is an analytic homomorphism. Let {zij}6-^ denote coordinates on TeGz. DEFINITIONS 2.4-2.6
apply in this setting giving differential operators Dij on the projective
coordinate ring Rx' Note that it is clear that these differential operators
preserve the product structure on X in the sense that Z)^(P) = (0) if
P e Ox(d^,... ,dm) with di = 0.
We need to introduce the notion of the index of a polynomial at a point.
Let
Si= {Da', ajk ^ 0 = ^ j = i } .

Thus Si is the set of differential operator on the 1th factor Gz. Thus
any differential operator can be written uniquely as D == ni^i -^ with

D, e S,.
DEFINITION 5.1. — Let P € H°(0(d-i,... ,c?^)) be a multiform of
multidegree d and let a: G X be a closed point. Then define the index
ind(rr, P) of P at x as follows :
TTl

I

y-N

I

1Ti

ind(a;,P) = min{^ [ — l ' , x ^ V[D(P)} where D = ]]^Di\.
)
i=i di
i=i

Thus ind(a;, P) = 0 if and only if P(x) -^ 0 and similarly ind(a-, P) = oo
if and only if P vanishes identically on X. Fallings considers the case
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where Gz = A^ with Xi = P711. In this instance, ind(;r, P) < m (provided
of course that P does not vanish identically on X). This is not true in
the more general setting, but it is still the case that ind(rc, P) < ^^i ci.
We define sets of operators V7 for a- e R by analogy with T^ from the
previous section :
m

?n

i=l

z=l

,

^{^n^E^<4
We will need a rough estimate on the cardinality \Va\. Assuming di > I/a,
let
m

i -r^ i

S={D=-[[D.;
1^<^-}.
±±
^
di
ma J
From the definitions it is clear that S C V. Hence
m

\Da\ > c(a) • Y[ d^ + lower order terms,
1=1
where c(a) is a constant depending only on a. Finally, for positive
real numbers a, &, write a ^> b \i a / b > r for some «large)) positive real
number r. The following generalizes Proposition 3.1 of [F] :
THEOREM 5.2. — Given e > 0 there exist constants r(e,Z) and c(e,X)
depending only on e and the fixed protective embedding of X satisfying the
following property. Let J C R be a multihomogeneous ideal generated by
forms of multidegree d. Suppose Z is an irreducible component ofV(J)r\X
which is also an irreducible component ofV^^J^UX and suppose Oz x
is Cohen-Macaulay (e.g. ZnG ^ (/)). Ifdi/d^ > r(e,X) for 1 < i ^ m-1
then Z = Zi x • • • x Zm is a product subvariety of X with deg Zi < c(e, X)
for all i.
Proof. — The proof resembles that of THEOREM 0.3. Choose
J=(PI,...,P,)CJ
where ( P i , . . . , P ^ ) is a set of multihomogeneous polynomials of multidegree d which cut out all components of V(J) D X of codimension
< t = codim (Z, X). Then THEOREM 2.9 gives an estimate for £z[XnV(I)}
and THEOREM 1.1 (or COROLLARY 1.4) bounds the degree of V(I) -X. If Z
were not a product subvariety then the requirement d,/d,+i » 0 forces
the length estimate to be larger than the bound on the degree of the
intersection.
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For the proof, recall the notation of COROLLARY 1.4. Let d = <0(1)
where TT, : P -^ P^ is the projection to the 1th factor. For any mtuple e = ( e i , . . . ,e^) with ^;e, = dimZ, let Ve denote a generic cycle
representing Ci^i) 61 H ... H Ci^)6-. Write
Si : P — — ^ P 7 1 1 X • • • X P^,
^ : P ———> P^-z+l >< . . . >< p^

Set di = dim5,(Z) - dim^_i(Z) for 2 < z < m and ai = dim5i(Z) and
similarly let bm = dim^(Z) and ^ = dim^_^+i(Z) - dimtm-j(Z) for
1 < J < rn - 1. With these definitions Z is a product subvariety if and
only if di = bi for all i.
Suppose {Qi}^^'^ are the points of intersection of Z and Ve. Since Ve
is generic OQ^XC\V, is Cohen-Macaulay and applying THEOREM 1.1 to
Ve H X gives
degZ.Y,

(5.2.1)

^ ^((Venx)ny(J)) <deg,(y,nx) < fjc^- 61 .
^

=l

z=l

By [Fu, Example 8.4.8], it follows that

(5.2.2)

^ {(Ve n X) n y(J)) = ^ (x n Y(J)) .

Combining (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) gives
771

(5.2.3)

iz{X n V(I)} • [deg(Z . Ve)] < ^d^.

We want to minimize the right hand side (5.2.3) without making
deg(Z. Ve) = 0. Since di > ^ > • • • > dm this means that we want
to choose a = 6, -bi. On the other hand, as to the left hand side of
(5.2.3), by THEOREM 2.9 £z(X n V(I)) > \D^\ where Z^ denotes the
differential operators transverse to Z of weight <, e. One can estimate
l^zl by making a specific choice of basis for differentials transversal to Z.
Since <^i > ^2 > • • • > c?m and since we want to maximize \D^\ the best
choice is to take a, derivations in 5',. Arguing as above (assume without
loss of generality that dm > 1/e by taking a power of P since the index
is invariant under this operation)
m

l^zl > c(e) Y[d^ + lower order terms.
i=l
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Putting everything together, inequality (5.2.3) now becomes

(5.2.4)

c^nc^rhrK'
1=1
i=i i=i
m

m

m

But by the choice of dz and bz

(5.2.5)

n "."-'• ^"'{^}.
m

,

1=1

unless di = bz for all i. Thus as soon as
r(^)>^

inequalities (5.2.4) and (5.2.5) show that a^ == ^ for all i and hence Z is a
product subvariety. Since Z is a product subvariety, (5.2.3) together with
the estimate on £{X H V{I)) shows that one can take c(e,X) = r(e,X).
REMARK 5.3. — The proof of the Product Theorem works in a slightly
more general setting. In particular, it suffices to assume that JQ is an
equivariant compactification of a homogeneous space Vi with group action
by a connected commutative algebraic group Gi. The point is simply
that in (5.2.3) the length along Z must be proportional to the degree
which requires the maximal possible dimension of differential operators
transverse to Z.
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